Literary and Cultural Fest “Aahan” Organized at AMU Murshidabad Centre

The Literary & Cultural Society of AMU Murshidabad Centre successfully organized the Annual Literary & Cultural Fest “Aahan” from 21st to 26th April, 2017. The festival was inaugurated by Dr. Md. Arif (Course Coordinator, Law) in presence of the program In-charge Mr. Rasheed Ahmad, faculty members and large number of students. The program was divided in two phases. In the first phase events like creative writing, speech, debate, poetry, mono acting, solo singing, photography, collage making, open street play and parliamentary debate competition were held. The Literary & Cultural Secretaries Syed Mohammad Aamir Ali and Danish Ahmad Khan shouldered the responsibility of organizing this phase. The second phase was organized by Literary & Cultural Secretary (Girls) Mehajabin Tawassum inside the Girls’ Hostel. The events of second phase were pot painting, mehndi designs, nail art, salad dressing, singing, cooking without fire, dance (solo & duet) and fashion show.

Dr. Badaruddoza, Director of AMU Murshidabad Centre in message for the students urged them to increasingly organize and participate in such events as these help in developing team spirit and confidence among students. He also expressed his pleasure and satisfaction over the commencement of the Literary & Cultural Fest in cozy and cordial environment. He congratulated the program in-charge and Literary & Cultural Secretaries for organizing the festival.

The concluding eve of the fest “Aahan” summed up with the atmosphere of heart pleasing program Annual Hall Mushaira ‘Jashn-e-Urdu’.